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SVEP - a Magazine for Visual and Experimental Poetry 
 
Pictograms from prehistory, Egyptian hieroglyphs, poems by Apollinaire and Mallarme…a tiny detail that is 
sufficient for us to distinguish the wholeness abounding in content. The shape of a letter. The semantics of 
images. Expression of problems and occurrences by means of visual communication. Resolution - reality 
itself. Freedom. Free use of means of expression and choice. Reproduction of moans dying away in the 
generic memory. Transformation of what is rotting. The capacity of knowledge for surmounting 
contradictions and social injustice. The unsung songs of a people.  
 
The first copy of the first magazine for visual and experimental poetry with one hundred original copies total 
print is in your hands now.  
Visual poetry does not presume on loquacity except for the times when social situation imposes a 
popularizing function on it. Presently, not more than several thousand people practise this modern art. For 
them, the Earth is a big village and they are a large family, whose members look for relatives. They 
communicate through mail (as rebels against ‘the system’: gallery-author-publication and critics among 
them) and thus they become part of a world-wide cultural process, which is dependent on them. 
Responsiveness, humanism, aspiration for overcoming borders, for peace and democracy, comradeship, 
attention to everyone who is willing to partake in this artistic brotherhood. They do not see each other, but 
know each other by their visual messages; by the ideas they exchange; by the feelings incorporated in 
them. 
 
Some of the projects published, like ‘Art- Strike’ for instance, constitute a utopia in the field of conceptual 
art. A large-scale concept is the international project ‘A Brain Cell’ by the Japanese author R. Cohen in 
which each participant is called upon to be an individual cell part of the planetary consciousness that is 
forming out of the limits of different languages, cultures, religions. 
 
Authors of visual poetry rehabilitate poetic language as a means of expression – an international language 
marked by the signs of time, by the internationalization of mass media, when the world becomes a home 
for everyone, where different tastes are being formed and different products are being promoted. Through 
their means of expression poets react to equalization that oppresses free speech.  
 
This is probably the most democratic art. It relies on happy ideas, using all sorts of materials and means - 
collages, montages, prints, patterns, manuscripts, digital texts, packages, blanks, cards, views, 
seismograms… 
 
Most of the poets have a particular project and invite others to take part in it. In the beginning of the year 
Shigeru Tamaru from Japan announced his project ‘Sunrise 90’, O. Jackson from England - ‘The Change’, 
Cesaire Figueredo from Portugal – ‘Electrography’, Pascal Lenoa from France – ‘The Secret Life of M. De 
Shamp’, FaGaGaGa from the State of Ohio – ‘Jazz - Jennie de Graut’, Alfredo Slang from Italy – ‘Visual 
Poetry, S.O.S.’. Guillermo Deisler from Chile – ‘Peace- Dream’, collages for his portfolio ‘Uni-verse’… 
 
Authors with larger financing can afford modern equipment and the results are exquisite. Others are not 
hesitant to show that they are on the opposite side and turn it into an advantage for the accomplishment of 
their next original artistic project. But they are all equal in rights because there is nothing to separate them. 
They are united by their love for art and the need for contact. ‘It is so wonderful to have a new guest in your 
mailbox…’, wrote once one of them. Authors of visual poetry operate with speech the way the soul does 
with human character. 
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